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When you go to the website of CRASH you are greeted by 
an arm reaching out toward a wall as it grips a spray can. 

This is the arm of Jon Matos AKA CRASH. Atop the 
animated loop of the outstretched arm is a quote. 

!
"...I always felt what we were doing was so much more 
than it was in that specific moment...graffiti could be 

legitimate..." - CRASH 
!

CRASH has been on the front lines to watch graffiti go from 
a risky criminal enterprise to a legitimate means of 

success and fame.



John Matos was born in 1961 and raised in the Bronx, NY. 

Matos was just 13 when he first started running with 
the neighborhood kids to go “bombing” on trains. He 
took the tag name CRASH. It didn’t take long before 
the work of CRASH went from the sides of subway 

trains to the walls of galleries around the world.



In 1980, Crash 
curated the exhibition: 
"Graffiti Art Success 

for America" at 
Fashion MODA, 

bringing many graffiti 
artists to the 

mainstream forefront. 
The show included 

LEE who I discussed 
in my previous project.



CRASH and DAZE 
were also with LEE in 
the movie Wild Style. 
That’s DAZE, CRASH 
and LEE leaning on 

the back wall.



In 1984, "5/5: Figuration libre, France-USA" was exhibited 
by the Paris Museum of Modern Art.  This grouping 
brought together the works of Basquiat, Blanchard, 

Boisrond, Combas, CRASH, les frères di Rosa, Keith 
Haring, Jammes, Kwang Chi and Kenny Scharf. This 

really brought CRASH to the mainstream.





This show spring 
boarded a continued 
successful career for 
CRASH. He began 
showing his work in 
Europe and many 

collectors came calling. 
CRASH was now 
creating work on 

canvas and developing 
his style.

Arcadia Revisited, 1988



CRASH was always heavily influenced by comic book 
imagery. Initially he included CRASH in bold letters 

like you would see when Batman threw a punch and a 
frame of BAM would appear.

CRASH developed a collage style reminiscent of James 
Rosenquist with croppings of his iconic images 

juxtaposed on the canvas.

James Rosenquist "F-111"CRASH “East of her”



CRASH  
was now 

mainstream. 
He partnered 
with Fender 
Guitars to 

make these 
beauties.



Here you see Eric 
Clapton playing 

one of the 
CRASH guitars.



CRASH also partnered with many companies for projects 
including Absolut Vodka, SoBella Handbags, Levi’s, and 

most recently, Tumi luggage and Morphik.







You can get CRASH cell phone covers.



These days CRASH has been doing interesting 
croppings on canvas for gallery shows.



Though CRASH has been consumed in the mainstream 
and corporate world of art he is still prolific on the streets. 
I took this photo a few years back when CRASH had the 

famous wall on Houston Street and Bowery.



Here is CRASH checking his drawing.



For the last two years he contributed to the Coney Art Walls. 
Below is 2015.



And here CRASH works on 
his wall for the 2016 show.



This show just ended this past week. Sadly I missed it.



Jon Matos' days of 
growing up in the Bronx 

are recaptured in a 
recent mini series on 
Netfix called the “Get 

Down”. 
 DAZE was his partner 
as he creeped through 
the train yards of the 
215th St. train yards. 
Unlike many of the 

graffiti artists of the day 
CRASH and DAZE are 
still alive and working 

together in a successful 
partnership.



DAZE on the left and CRASH on 
the right as they look these days.



Today I took a little ride around to see a couple CRASH 
pieces. Here is a fresh one on Broome Street.





The Joey Ramone and the Yosemite Sam are 
collaborative pieces. Joey Ramone is on Bleeker St. 

and Bowery near the old CBGB’s.


